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Background

Applicants Name: Chris Cantwell
Institution: Imperial College London, UK
Application Name: Nektar++, version 4.4.0
Programming Language: C++
Programming Model: MPI
Source Code Available: yes (MIT license)
Performance study: check (audit)
User description: We have noticed some potential load imbalance when running on 1000+
cores. We would also like to understand how efficiently our code is making use of the available
CPU clock cycles to see if there are any optimisations we can make.
Application Description: Nektar++ (www.nektar.info) is an open-source spectral/hp finiteelement framework supporting the development of scalable solvers for time-indepedent or timedependent PDEs.
Input data: Mass transport (intercostal mesh example)
Testcase Description: 24 MPI processes per compute node.
Machine Description: ARCHER Cray XC30 at EPCC, comprising 4920 compute nodes,
with dual 12-core Intel Xeon E5-2697v2 (Ivy Bridge) 2.7 GHz processors sharing 64GB or
memory and joined by two QPI links, connected via proprietary Cray Aries interconnect (Dragonfly topology). PrgEnv-gnu using GCC 5.1.0 compilers (plus cray-libsci/13.2.0, fftw/3.3.4.5,
boost/1.60, cray-hdf5-parallel/1.8.16).
Analysis tools: Score-P/3.0, Scalasca/2.3.1, PAPI/5.4.1 (following hardware counters were
collected: PAPI TOT INS, PAPI TOT CYC, PAPI REF CYC, RESOURCE STALLS). ScoreP default compiler instrumentation only of Nektar++ solvers and EquationSystems (plus MPI),
using dynamic linking, combined with runtime measurement filter specifically for several Storage
and Vmath routines.
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Setup

Nektar++ v4.4.0 was built on ARCHER Cray XC30 following the instructions provided on the
code website https://www.nektar.info/nektar-archer/.
The specified testcase uses the Nektar++ advection-diffusion-reaction solver (ADRSolver)
to simulate mass transport of blood flow through a pair of intercostal branches in the descending
aorta. From the initial dataset of 62,441 elements, a refined intercostal boundary layer mesh was
generated resulting in 107,820 elements and 194,610 curved elements. HDF5 was used for file
input/output. Nektar++ execution parameters are reported in A. Notably the polynomial order
(NUMMODES) was 5 and a Diagonal preconditioner was used. While the default simulation was
configured for 200,000 time-steps, with checkpointing every 100 steps, for the audit executions
were done of only 100 time-steps. Strong scaling was investigated by running this testcase on
2n compute nodes of ARCHER Cray XC30, with each compute node fully allocated with 24
MPI processes, i.e., from 24 to 3072 MPI processes.
Significant run-to-run variation in execution (and also integration) time was observed in
some cases. Measurement dilation was therefore difficult to quantify, but apparently negligible
when reduced instrumentation was employed.
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Behaviour and syntactic structure

Figure 1: Execution timeline extract of Nektar++ ADRSolver testcase execution on 64 Archer
Cray XC30 compute nodes each with 24 MPI ranks.
Timeline chart of 1536 MPI processes at top, callstack chart of MPI rank 0 in middle, and
summary chart at bottom, for 75 seconds of execution following 450 seconds of initialisation. Execution of 100 FOA DoImplicitSolve time-steps (computation in green) is dominated
by MPI Allreduce (orange) and smaller amounts of MPI point-to-point communication (red).
Checkpointing with HDF5 MPI file I/O (yellow) is evident before and after the FOA.
The extract of the execution timeline1 of Nektar++ ADRSolver in Figure 1 shows the
100 time-steps of DoImplicitSolve between initial and final checkpointing that occur after a
lengthy initialisation where processes wait in MPI Bcast to receive data from rank 0.
Initialisation costs are typically amortised in simulations with 500,000 time-steps, and checkpointing costs are highly variable (according to filesystem load), therefore DoImplicitSolve is
1
Vampir display quick reference:
https://pop-coe.eu/sites/default/files/pop_files/vampir_display_quickref.pdf
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selected as the focus of analysis (FOA) for this audit. Each time-step executes a variable number
of conjugate gradient (CG) iterations to reach the required tolerance: initially approximately 300
and rising to 800 CG iterations, with correspondingly longer time. The first DoImplicitSolve
time-step also includes computation that is not repeated for subsequent instances, since it sets
up its matrix systems during the first time-step which are retained for use throughout the rest
of the simulation.
MPI_Allreduce (shown orange) is already seen to be over half of the execution time at
this scale. While DoImplicitSolve timesteps generally show very similar execution behaviour,
occasional timesteps, such as the example highlit at 480 seconds (and also an earlier one), are
found to take much longer. Frequency and severity of such disturbances vary from run to run,
perhaps alluding to intermittent congestion in the communication interconnect.
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Focus of analysis (FOA)

(a) Visits

(b) Time [CPU seconds]

Figure 2: Nektar++ execution syntactic structure of MPI and key application routines for 100
time-steps aggregated over 1536 MPI processes, with FOA DoImplicitSolve selected.
Profiles of the execution call-tree2 in Figure 2 show (a) the number of visits to each callpath and (b) the associated CPU time. 25 MPI_Bcast calls dominate the execution initialisation,
however, the FOA is the 100 DoImplicitSolve time-steps consisting of copious non-blocking
2

Cube display quick reference:
https://pop-coe.eu/sites/default/files/pop_files/cube_display_quickref.pdf
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point-to-point communication and MPI_Allreduce, with the latter MPI collectives being most
significant with respect to execution time.
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Scalability
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(b) Speed-up relative to 1 compute node. (Dashed
line is perfect scaling, dotted line 80% of ideal.)

(a) FOA DoImplicitSolve wallclock execution
time. (Dotted line represents ideal scaling).

Figure 3: Nektar++ testcase FOA DoImpliciSolve execution time scalability on ARCHER
Cray XC30 compute nodes (with 24 MPI ranks per node).
Figure 3a shows the strong scaling of the Nektar++ testcase FOA from 24 to 3072 MPI
ranks (1 to 128 ARCHER Cray XC30 compute nodes). The walltime for DoImplicitSolve
progressively reduces from 3095 seconds on a single compute node with 24 MPI processes down
to 63 seconds on 128 compute nodes with 3072 MPI processes.
Figure 3b shows speed-up relative to a single XC30 compute nodes reaches approximately a
factor of 50, however, 80% of ideal scaling is only to 16 compute nodes with a speed-up factor
of 14. Scaling becomes particularly poor beyond 64 compute nodes (1536 processes).
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Parallel Efficiency Metrics

Basic parallel efficiency metrics3 are shown in Table 1. The higher the value (closer to 1.00)
then the better is the efficiency. Load balance efficiency is the ratio of average computation to
maximal computation time. Communication efficiency is the ratio of maximal computation to
maximal executing time, and also the product of Serialization efficiency reflecting loss caused
by dependencies between processes that result in blocked/waiting time and Transfer efficiency
which quantifies loss due to actual data transfer. Parallel efficiency is the ratio of the average
computation time to the maximal executing time which is also the product of Load balance
and Communication. Computational efficiency reflects how computation scales, here using the
single-node execution as reference. Instruction scaling and IPC scaling similarly reflect how
the number of useful instructions executed in total and executed per cycle (IPC) change with
the number of MPI processes. Global efficiency is then the product of Computational efficiency
and Parallel efficiency.
3

POP standard metrics for parallel performance analysis: https://pop-coe.eu/node/69
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Table 1: Efficiency metrics for Nektar++ testcase FOA on ARCHER Cray XC30
Compute nodes
Processes
Global efficiency
- Parallel efficiency
- - Load balance efficiency
- - Communication efficiency
- - - Serialization efficiency
- - - Transfer efficiency
- Computational efficiency
- - Instructions scaling
- - IPC scaling
IPC
Resource stalls

1
24
0.97
0.97
0.98
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.48
0.92

2
48
0.96
0.97
0.97
0.99
1.00
1.00
0.99
0.99
1.00
0.48
0.91

4
96
0.94
0.96
0.98
0.98
0.99
0.99
0.98
0.98
1.00
0.48
0.91

8
192
0.81
0.82
0.97
0.85
0.91
0.98
0.99
0.97
1.02
0.49
0.90

16
384
0.87
0.86
0.97
0.88
0.96
0.96
1.01
0.95
1.06
0.51
0.88

32
768
0.70
0.69
0.96
0.72
0.87
0.92
1.02
0.93
1.10
0.53
0.85

64
1536
0.65
0.34
0.87
0.38
0.46
0.91
1.91
0.89
2.15
1.03
0.65

128
3072
0.38
0.14
0.89
0.15
0.23
0.88
2.69
0.84
3.21
1.54
0.39

Table 1 gives an overview of the parallel efficiency of the provided Nektar++ testcase
DoImplicitSolve FOA as execution scales from 1 to 128 compute nodes (24 to 3072 processes).
Global efficiency remains relatively good up to 768 processes, before diminishing to only
0.38 with 3072 processes. Parallel efficiency drops even more dramatically, caused by falling
communication efficiency, since load balance efficiency remains good. Serialization efficiency is
the primary culprit, as transfer efficiency remains good.
Computational efficiency actually improves for the largest configurations, since IPC gets
much better and the proportion of resource stall cycles diminish, perhaps indicating that the
process working set starts to fit in cache. Instruction scaling drops progressively, suggesting
correspondingly more processing of boundary regions as the local computation gets smaller.

7

Load Balance

The FOA computational load balance efficiency is generally very good, only dipping slightly
below 0.90 for the two largest configurations. For the 3072-process execution, FOA computation
time ranges from 7.50 to a maximum of 10.17 seconds, with the mean time of 9.06 seconds being
89% of the maximum indicating a potential gain of 11% from perfect balance in this case.
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Serial performance

Measurement including hardware counters showed a relatively low 0.5 instructions executed per
CPU cycle in the FOA for configurations up to 768 processes, improving to 1.0 and 1.5 for
the two larger configurations. With 3072 MPI processes, IPC for individual ranks ranged from
1.44 to 1.67, and there was also significant IPC variation by compute node. While it would be
unreasonable to expect to sustain the peak IPC of 3 for this processor, values above 1.5 seem
to be good.
Also, around 90% of cycles were lost to resource stalls for the smaller configurations, suggesting that cache misses may be significant until the process working set fits in available cache
for the larger configurations where the share of the total dataset is proportionally smaller.
Additional hardware counter measurements would be necessary to confirm this.
7
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Communications

Table 2 summarizes MPI usage in DoImplicitSolve at different scales. While the number
of MPI Allreduce operations is relatively constant (averaging around 708 per timestep), the
corresponding amount of data transferred increases linearly (with each rank contributing 24
bytes). Although there are a comparable number of MPI Waitall operations by each MPI
rank (averaging around 711 per timestep), the mean numbers of MPI Isend and MPI Irecv
operations are found to increase rather erratically while the mean amount of data transferred
by each rank progressively diminishes. All ranks do the same number of MPI Waitall operations
(roughly one per CG iteration), however, the number of MPI Isend/Irecv operations vary by
rank: by a factor of 6.01 with 24 MPI processes and 4.67 with 3072 processes, and lower
factors down to 3.33 with 96 processes. The bytes sent and received by each rank follow a
similar pattern. These point-to-point communications for each neighbouring partition come
from a gather–scatter on each matrix–vector operation in the CG algorithm, and depend on the
partitioning and corresponding amount of boundary data.
Table 2: MPI usage statistics for Nektar++ FOA DoImplicitSolve (mean values per rank).
Compute nodes
Processes

1
24

2
48

4
96

8
192

16
384

32
768

64
1536

128
3072

219259
(6.01)
71111
70810

343703
(4.51)
71111
70810

416278
(3.33)
71108
70807

429750
(3.67)
71131
70830

429385
(3.67)
71132
70831

450880
(3.67)
71104
70803

480656
(3.67)
71126
70825

562835
(4.67)
71095
70794

Instances
Irecv/Isend
(range)
Waitall
Allreduce

Bytes transferred
Isend/Waitall
(range)
Allreduce

3.39E+09 2.91E+09 2.15E+09 1.54E+09 1.11E+09 8.04E+08 5.98E+08 4.49E+08
(3.45)
(2.61)
(2.11)
(2.67)
(2.80)
(2.34)
(2.76)
(3.16)
8.15E+07 1.63E+08 3.26E+08 6.52E+08 1.30E+09 2.61E+09 5.22E+09 1.04E+10
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Figure 4: Nektar++ testcase DoImplicitSolve time breakdown.
Figure 4 presents a breakdown of time in the FOA for the different execution configurations
8
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on ARCHER, including distinction of waiting and transfer times for communication4 . The green
line shows computation time decreasing linearly to 768 processes, then improving for the two
largest configurations as noted previously. Mean time for point-to-point communication in blue
also decreases with scale, however, this is mostly due to progressive reduction in the Late Sender
serialization component as the transfer component remains roughly constant. For executions
with 192 or more processes, the time for MPI Allreduce is more significant and ultimately
dominating for the two largest configurations, however, the overwhelming majority of this is the
WaitAtNxN serialization component while the actual transfer component increases relatively
slowly. Collective communication time seems subject to considerable run-to-run variability.
Point-to-point communication involves non-blocking messages exchanged with a varying
number of partner ranks, with corresponding variation in the number of bytes transferred.
The communication matrix for 1536 processes in Figure 5 shows most exchanges are with
numerically proximate neighbour ranks, though others are more remote, in some cases to ranks
on 7 other compute nodes. Most communication is therefore within each compute node, however,
as the number of compute nodes increase larger proportions involve more expensive inter-node
communication.
Within the FOA, both MPI point-to-point and collective communication is used for every CG
iteration within each timestep. Figure 6 shows a timeline extract of the penultimate timestep of
0.85 seconds with around 800 CG iterations, with Figure 7 zoomed to show 50 ms covering 40
CG iterations. While the computations (in green) are seen to be well balanced, and a relatively
fixed amount of time, the MPI_Allreduce collective communication involving all MPI ranks
(using a duplicate of the MPI_COMM_WORLD communicator) shows significant variation despite
each having identical amounts of data (24 bytes for every rank). Some instances are quick and
uniform, whereas others require much longer and appear prone to bursts of large variation across
ranks (with groups of 24 ranks on the same compute node evident). Time for point-to-point
communication (in red) is generally insignificant, but closer examination suggests that sporadic
much slower messages induce delays completing subsequent collective communication. This may
be related to message congestion occuring on the network interconnect, with occasional extreme
examples such as at around 480 seconds in Figure 1.
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File I/O

Nektar++ uses HDF5 parallel file I/O based on MPI independent and collective file operations
during initialisation, checkpointing and finalisation. Since file operations to a shared parallel
filesystem are subject to considerable variability, the FOA for this audit was purposely chosen
not to include file I/O. This could specifically be investigated in a follow-up study.
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Summary of observations

From the performance analysis of the Nektar++ mass transport testcase on Archer Cray XC30
(with 24 MPI ranks per compute node) it is possible to conclude the following:
• Initialisation takes a significant amount of time for larger execution configuration, however,
this is expected to be amortised in typical simulations comprising many thousands of
timesteps. Consequently, the focus of analysis for this study was DoImplicitSolve which
executes several hundred CG iterations every simulation timestep.
4
Scalasca performance properties reference:
http://apps.fz-juelich.de/scalasca/releases/scalasca/2.3/help/scalasca_patterns-2.3.html
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Figure 5: Point-to-point aggregate message volume communication matrix for Nektar++ FOA.
• Parallel file writing for checkpointing and saving final state can be a significant cost, but
as it is also highly variable it should be studied separately.
• Excellent scalability and efficiency is demonstrated to 384 processes (16 compute nodes),
degrades moderately for 768 and 1536 processes, and becomes poor for 3072 processes
(128 compute nodes).
• Computational efficiency improves significantly for the two largest configurations, despite
a small amount of additional instructions presumably required to process boundaries, as
IPC appears to benefit from fewer resource stalls (potentially cache misses). IPC by rank
varies considerably, however, load balance also remains very good at scale.
• Degrading parallel efficiency originates primarily in serializations, with MPI Allreduce
collective communication often inhibited by preceding point-to-point messages. Occasionally large delays occur, which seem to indicate interconnection network congestion.
10
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Figure 6: Nektar++ testcase single DoImplicitSolve timestep 99 [850ms].

Figure 7: Nektar++ testcase DoImplicitSolve detailed zoom [50ms].
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Recommendations
• Since the communication partners remain the same throughout the simulation, persistent
MPI point-to-point communication is likely to be more efficient since it allows routes to
be reused and could reduce the potential for congestion.
• Optimized mapping of MPI ranks to compute nodes may reduce communication cost.
• Adjusting the mesh partitioning by changing the weighting given to each element (e.g.,
WeightPartitions=BOUNDARY) to reduce imbalance should be investigated.

A

Execution parameters

Parameters:
EPSILON = 1.11111e-06
FINALTIME = 0.05
IO_CHECKSTEPS = 100
IO_INFOSTEPS = 20
NUMSTEPS = 100
TIMESTEP = 0.0005
Solver Info:
ADVECTIONADVANCEMENT = Explicit
DIFFUSIONADVANCEMENT = Implicit
DRIVER = Standard
EQTYPE = UnsteadyAdvectionDiffusion
EVOLUTIONOPERATOR = Nonlinear
GLOBALMATRIXSTORAGETYPE = SmvBSR
GLOBALSYSSOLN = IterativeStaticCond
LINEARPRECONSOLVER = Xxt
LOCALMATRIXSTORAGESTRATEGY = Sparse
PRECONDITIONER = Diagonal
PROJECTION = Continuous
TIMEINTEGRATIONMETHOD = IMEXOrder1
=======================================================================
EquationType: UnsteadyAdvectionDiffusion
Session Name: conditions
Spatial Dim.: 3
Max SEM Exp. Order: 5
Num. Processes: 24
Expansion Dim.: 3
Projection Type: Continuous Galerkin
Advection: explicit
Diffusion: implicit
Time Step: 0.0005
No. of Steps: 100
Checkpoints (steps): 100
Integration Type: IMEXOrder1
=======================================================================
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